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Bush praised for summit relations

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Congressional leaders praised President Bush Sunday for taking the lead in superpower relations at the summit with Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev but most urged caution in the U.S. approach to arms control.

Senate Democratic leader George Mitchell of Maine was quick to give Bush high marks for his two-day meeting with Gorbachev, claiming the president had adopted his recommendations for a better economic relationship with the Soviet Union and for accelerating arms control talks.

"I think it was a successful meeting," Mitchell said in an interview with ABC's "The Week with David Brinkley" program. "The president's proposals — each of them — were proposals that I have been urging publicly for some months ... So naturally, I'm pleased in this respect."

In a five-hour meeting Saturday with Gorbachev, presented a broad range of proposals, including more open trade arrangements between the two nations and the promise that Secretary of State James Baker would work toward concluding an arms control agreement before the next superpower summit set for late June in the United States.

Senate Republican leader Bob Dole of Kansas was more cautious in the assessment of the meeting off the coast of Malta, which was disrupted by unusually miserable Mediterranean weather, saying: "I think we're a little short on specifics."

"I'm a little concerned about trying to put a deadline on any arms control negotiations," Dole told ABC. "I hope that wasn't done. I'm not certain. And, I'm a little leader on it but what happened with reference to El Salvador and Nicaragua. But, I think it was a good meeting."

But, joint news conference with Gorbachev at the conclusion of the summit, Bush noted that despite some controversy over a wide range of subjects, the superpowers had made some progress in ending the conflict in Central America.

See SUMMIT, Page 5

Civil rights charter receives new life

By Jackie Spinner
Staff Writer

The U.S. Civil Rights Commission began its first week of new life today after a 10-month period, tinkered with controversy, almost decrypted.

President George Bush signed a bill late last week that gives the commission a 22-month period to examine its charter.

With Congressional and Presidential approval, the Civil Rights Commission would have died New Year's Day.

Sen. Paul Simon, D-Makanda, author of the bill that extended the commission's charter, said in a release from Washington that he hopes the commission's extension is put to good use.

"This is a new lease on life for the commission," Simon said. "It's a long enough lease to give the President the chance he deserves to steer a new course for the commission, and it's a short enough lease to give Congress a chance to take another look later."

The purpose of the commission, created under the administration of Presidents Dwight Eisenhower, is to act as an authoritative body to keep an eye on the human rights of the communist world.

It also makes recommendations of policy to Congress and officials with the U.S. Supreme Court.

Simon spokesman David Carlile said the U.S. Civil Rights Commission has been a "fairly useless body" and he has not been able to come up with consensus on any issue.

Carlile also blamed former President Ronald Reagan for not making adequate appointments to the Commission.

The most recent controversy Carlile said, centered on former Commission Chairman William B. Allen, who drew criticism after

See RIGHTS, Page 5

Ex student receives 2 years probation

By Douglas Powell
Staff Writer

Veronica April, a former University student convicted on two counts of involuntary manslaughter for delivering her baby into a filled toilet bowl, was sentenced to two years probation Friday.

April, who currently resides in Joliet, her family and her friends prayed quietly in a Jackson County Courthouse Friday morning as Circuit Judge David W. Watt delivered the sentence.

"I can't forgive you," Watt told April. "It's up to God."

Wait sentenced April to 24 months probation and demanded that she seek counseling and pay court costs. He ordered her to report to Jackson County Court every 90 days on her counseling program.

During April's trial in October, Jackson County State's Attorney Chuck Grace said the conviction usually would carry a two to five-year prison sentence, but Grace didn't recommend a sentence to Watt during Friday's sentencing hearing.

"My heart goes out to, not only the dead infant, but to Miss April as well," Grace told a quiet courtroom.

Defense Attorney Robert Fisher, of Chicago, urged Watt to consider April's "clean criminal record," her remorse, her pursuit of a college education and her current job with a Shorewood firm in the sentencing.

April then stood before Watts, and said her actions were "stupid." She apologized to the victim.

During April's trial, it was disclosed that April delivered her baby into a full toilet bowl.

"I stood up (from the toilet), looked into the bowl, saw the baby move a little and sat back down," April told Carbondale Police officers shortly after her arrest in August 1988. "I stacked for a long time, I didn't see it move for a long time."

During a tape-recorded interview with police in the summer of 1988 April said 30 minutes after the baby was born she picked it out of the toilet, cut the cord and wrapped it in a blanket.

She said that the baby cry in a purse, placed the purse in a cardboard box and kept the box under her bed.

On May 15, 1988, five weeks after the baby was born, it was discovered in a trash bin behind her Carbondale residence.

A questionnaire of April's at the time of her pregnancy testified April denied her pregnancy.

Assault against Aquino crushed

MANILA, Philippines (UPI) — Government forces declared Sunday they had crushed an overnight assault and worst coup attempt against President Ferdinand Marcos and all that remained was to mop up the remnants.

The capital appeared quiet overnight Sunday but there was sporadic small arms fire in Manila, financial district, Makati, where some rebels held out in luxurious hotels, convents, condominiums, office buildings and shopping malls.

At dawn Monday munitions fired in two hovering helicopter gunships. There were no details on the attack. Government troops, surrounded the district, sealing it off. Makati Mayor Jejomar Binay, in a radio broadcast, appealed to the rebels to surrender or "there will be bloodshed."

One rebel commander, Capt. Danilo Lim, vowed earlier his men would give a "good fight."

"If Cory can take refuge in U.S., he can take refuge in expensive real estate," he said at a rally.

A few hundred American Phantom jets made "persecution flights" over the capital, the Defense Department in an Aquino regime approved by President Bush after he agreed to end his pan-Pacific presidential pact. U.S. officials said the Phantoms did not fire a shot.

Military officials confirmed reports Sunday that

See PHILIPPINES, Page 5
Czechoslovakian president authorizes new government

PRAUGE, Czechoslovakia (UPI) — President Gustav Husak, bowing to two weeks of popular protest, named a new government Sunday that included five non-communists. In a 20-member Communist Party-dominated Cabinet and drew the fire of the opposition. The opposition movement, Civic Forum called for mass demonstrations Monday afternoon to protest the action. Husak named the new 20-member Cabinet at the request of Prime Minister Ladislav Adamec following an agreement Adamec reached last week with the Civic Forum on a package of democratic reforms.

Salvadoran officials say 5,000 troops killed

SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (UPI) — The Salvadoran Armed Forces Sunday said nearly 5,000 troops and rebels have been killed or injured since the guerrilla launched their offensive last month. A Salvadoran armed forces spokesman said that 1,850 guerrillas have died and 1,183 have been wounded since the rebel offensive began Nov. 11. The spokesman reported 457 deaths and 1,341 wounded among military ranks. "The FMLN has suffered its worst defeat in 10 years of war. The casualy figures tell all," the spokesman said. "No one thinks they could do something of that magnitude.

Walesa ready for role as trade union leader

LONDON (UPI) — Lech Walesa said Sunday that after nearly a decade on center stage in Poland's reform movement as head of Solidarity, he will resume the more modest role of trade union leader. Speaking at a press conference at Heathrow Airport before boarding a plane for Poland, Walesa said he had Poland's first non-communist government since World War II. Solidarity will become more like Western labor union. On his arrival in Warsaw later Sunday, Walesa met with President Wojciech Jaruzelski to brief him on his trip to the U.S., Canada, Venezuela and Britain.

U.S., Soviets look at grain trade agreement

WASHINGTON (UPI) — U.S. and Soviet negotiators, in a meeting that comes only a few days after the shipboard summit at Malta, are due to start work on a new agreement to govern the surging grain trade between the two powers. The nations have relied on long-term agreements since the mid-1970s, when huge Soviet grain purchases caught the U.S. off guard and threatened grain prices. The Kazmian won the No. 1 buyer of U.S. export grain in fiscal 1989, buying a record 21.7 million metric tons of corn and wheat valued at nearly $3 billion — a vast sales increase from the preceding year.

Catastrophic illness repealed after protest

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Catastrophic illness insurance was repealed in response to protests from the elderly, but federal officials estimate the program extended benefits to 1.3 million senior citizens this year and many wonder whether their voices have been heard. Fears also have been raised that repeal will immediately lead to drastic reductions in insurance that most senior citizens use to supplement Medicare, with the Government Accounting Office predicting Medigap costs hikes of more than 15 percent. President Bush was expected to sign legislation approved by Congress repealing the law.

Teachers return to classes

Monday in Pana after strike

PANA (UPI) — Teachers were preparing Sunday to return to their classrooms after unanimously ratifying a two-year contract with the school board to end a walkout that began Tuesday, officials said. School officials said classes would resume Monday. The strike, which affected 67 teachers and 1,350 students, was the first strike in the central Illinois school district's history. Details of the pact were not released. In Rochester, negotiators bargained through the weekend in an effort to aver a teachers strike on Monday. A teachers strike in Siegel, south of Chicago, which began Nov. 15, appeared no closer to being resolved.
Dance performances average, lack challenge

By Katherine Lydon
Staff Writer

The Southern Illinois Repertory Dance Theater's recital, "Dance Expresso," held Friday and Saturday nights, consisted of 10 pieces, most of which were mediocre.

The first two performances, "In Flight" and "Solitaire is a Process," were the highlights of the night while what followed were less demanding pieces. "In Flight," choreographed by Tina Hoffman, included three modern ballet pieces.

The seven dancers' graceful, flowing movements were pleasing to watch as the light music, "Carnival of the Animals" by Saint-Saëns, played. Their skirts flattered like birds, adding to the pleasing effort.

"Solitaire is a Process," choreographed and performed by Melissa Joy Dobbin, was an unbelievable display of balance and flexibility. Dobbins danced to "Cello Solo" by Laurie Anderson. The remaining pieces were interesting, although they did not seem very physically demanding.

A Review

"Concerto in D Minor," choreographed by Dobbin, was a fun dance whose sole purpose was apparently to make the audience laugh. Laugh they did as one group gobbled, frolicked and brushed their teeth to "Happy Boy," a hyper song with a country twist.

"Throw Down" and "Hurricane" resembled pom pom routines. "Throw Down," the closing piece, was choreographed by Jennifer Boyd, Melissa Kaufman, Jody Schultheiss, Allison White and Laura Wimsatt and "Hurricane" was choreographed by Juanita Hecbitt.

The moves and music in both pieces were typical of those seen and heard in dance clubs. "Scarecrow," choreographed by Donna Wilson, faculty advisor and artistic director, opened with six girls dressed in black, bowing flower crescent scarves into the air.

It was a unique modern piece ending the concert as the girls flipped around with the scarves to the music of Bobby McFerrin.

"Night Visitors" has excellent singing, humor

By Doug Toole
Staff Writer

The holiday spirit visited Shryock Auditorium Friday night in the form of a handicapped boy's story and Christmas carols from around the world.

"Amahl and the Night Visitors" was the musical story of a handicapped boy who meets the three kings on their way to Bethlehem. Amahl and his mother take the kings into their hut for the night and while they sleep Amahl's mother attempts to steal some gold to buy food for her starving child. The kings forgive his mother and when Amahl offers them his crutch as a gift for the infant Jesus, he is cured of his lameness. The production was performed entirely to music with English lyrics and featured some excellent singing voices. Although Amahl (Christopher Loop) occasionally suffered from a weak, timid voice, his mother (Jane Kowalski) always came across strong and clear.

King Balthazar (Moses Brandon Jr.) had the richest voice of all the performers and dominated every song in which he participated but the humorously hard-of-hearing King Caspar (Reven Senger Armitage) stole the show every time he sang.

The chorus of shepherds who stumbled excitedly around the kings added humor to the piece, but Amahl's mother seemed excessively harsh on her son in places.

The pacing of the story dragged in places, but the operatic nature of the performance prevented any short dialogue scenes.

The audience always reacted favorably to the show, but the large number of children in the audience created an atmosphere of short attention spans and nervous fidgeting.

Following a short intermission also the show, the prime characters and chorus reappeared on stage to perform a number of Christmas carols for the audience. The songs, included "Silent Night," "O Come, All Ye Faithful" and "We Wish You a Merry Christmas."

With Macintosh you can even do this:

Macintosh computers have always been easy to use. But they've never been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.

Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety of Apple Macintosh computers and peripherals.

So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer. Without spending a lot more money.
ILLINI CHIEF represents Illinois tradition, pride

INSTEAD OF leading the University of Illinois on to victory, Chief Illiniwek, the university’s mascot, is batting a fight of its own. The role and authenticity of the chief has been under fire as of late, lead by senior Robert Honig, who claims that Chief Illiniwek is discriminatory.

Ili Bush and a valuable, wide-ranging and commercial appearances, does not talk while in uniform and chemical mascots. After the chief’s halftime appearance, he is not seen for the rest of the game. The chief also must go through training before he can don the uniform. Livingston said all chiefs learn about the American Indian culture at the Ridge Reservation in South Dakota. The costume is made at the South Dakota reservation in an attempt to keep the chief’s authenticity.

HEALTHINESS AWARENESS of the issues is a genuine concern, but those proposing the abolition of the mascot do not understand the tradition and the role of Chief Illiniwek. It is a symbol of pride and tradition to graduates.

Letters

SIU-C can help make campus safe

How can the University make the campus a safer place for SIU-C students? Are you, as students, aware of their own responsibilities and assaults that happen on campus? Probably not, because SIU-C as well as all other colleges and universities around the country keep this information hidden, not just protecting the victims involved but also to protect the reputation of the school.

Confidentiality for victims is understandable, but keeping additional statistics about specific numbers of reported rapes and assaults a secret from the students and the public is not. Confidentiality for the school’s reputation is not acceptable. The only available statistics about the number of rapes and assaults on our campus is that 85-90 percent are acquaintance-related and about 10-15 percent are stranger-related.

The students of SIU-C deserve to be informed with more specific statistics regarding rapes and assaults. That’s not saying that the vice president of student life is throwing away confidential information, but that information that could very well affect other victims should be made public. We believe that if the students are made more aware of the problem that they might become more active in helping solve the problem.

There are many small problems that surround the safety and security on campus. Among these are:]

- New student orientation
- Safety in residence halls
- SIU-C police
- SIU-C marshals
- Women’s Services
- Transportation and Transit
- Night Safety Van

We would like to see various things done to help the campus and assure the safety and security on campus. First and foremost, students need to take responsibility for their own safety by knowing how to protect themselves and also, by willingness to report rapes and assaults whether it involves you or a friend because no action can be taken without you taking that first step.

In a survey that was taken of 115 students, 86 said that they walk on campus at night (79 percent males surveyed; 71 percent females surveyed). Some suggestions given by a few students were:

- Check points for campus personnel to assure they are actually patrolling the campus, as well as a place where a student can go for assistance if needed.
- A student escort service provided by student volunteers who would help students on campus late at night.

City deserves to lose money on Halloween

Halloween. The students did not come out, nor the business owners, to make money on the street. It is a great waste of money on alcohol. They guessed wrong because most students with any common sense were not drinking. Most students didn’t want to take the chance on getting arrested.

Now the city officials are going around to business asking the owners what can be done so they can make some money. They asked for this to be changed. As a matter of fact, the police made a statement that the bars spending money on alcohol. They guessed wrong because most students are not drinking.

I think city officials guessed that most of this alcohol spending is by students. They are correct in this, but also wrong in the idea that they lost money. I think it is ridiculous that city officials thought they would make money.

Well, I have a suggestion to all students for next Halloween. Allow the city to suffer to the hole that they have dug for themselves. Next Halloween students should consider or change their costume altogether. The city is throwing away money because it is throwing away the Halloween. If the city will not be here to spend money anyway. So the city will probably be better off losing money than to spend any of it.

Good luck Carbondale. — Vicki Aponio, senior, psychology

Student: Ashtrays needed outside buildings

Most of the new smoking rules at SIUC are fine. I agree that having designated smoking areas for smokers is a good idea, but in some areas the only place left to smoke is outside. This causes a new problem, literacy the campus with cigarette butts. When I was a student at SIUC I don’t agree with no one has set up the necessary ashtrays outside the building.

We students at the entrance to all buildings to alleviate the cigarette butts that are tossed all over the ground. The students that are previously used in buildings, and not used in the ones stamped on them, could be removed and replaced at the entrance to all the buildings. With this in mind, I would like to see suggestions at building entrances to facilitate the students who do smoke, and do not want to see the campus trash up. — Nick Borelli, junior, computer information processing.
SUMMIT, from Page 1

Dole did, however, express sup­­port for a limited peacekeeping force in the East Bloc.

"This is really sort of a Bush sum­­mer mission," Dole said. "I think he wanted to lay the ground work, and that's good for all of us."

Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., a former Secretary of Defense, noted that Bush was less enthusiastic, noting in a statement that the shipboard negotia­tion made it clear that "our differ­­ences have not disappeared" but "we can cope with them in a civili­­zed manner...in a political rather than a military way.

Although the congressional

PHILIPPINES, from Page 1

Aguina asked for the bombing and strafing by the Air Force to repel the rebels, Loyalists, who has been criti­­cized by some for not taking more aggressive steps toward encourag­­ing an early cease-fire.

Defence Secretary Fidel Ramos said Sunday that only "mop-up­­ing units...will be used in the 3-day coup attempt, the most seri­­ous threat in Aquino's 3-year presidency."

"We can declare that the situation in the southern portion has been crushed," Ramos said at a news conference at Camp Aguinaldo, the military headqua­­ters that rebels had attacked earlier in a last ditch effort to turn the tide.

As Ramos spoke at a bomb­­ed-out perimeter guardhouse in the area, his men arrested an army sergeant who was also a pilot, suggesting he was trying to assault­­ the defense secretary.

RIGHTS, from Page 1

a delivery speech titled, "Black? Animal? Homoexual? What is a Minority?"

Allen resigned as chairman in Octo­­ber, when he announced he was a member of the commission.

The White House has indicated that the commission's recom­­mendations will be fillied by the end of the year.

We need to make sure the com­­mission once again becomes a con­­structive body instead of a waste c. slogan's "minority," Simon said.

BUSH, Gorbachev find discussion
valuable at 'non-summit' in Malta

VALLETTA, Malta (UPI) -
When he first popped the surprise of his "non-summit" with Malta's Prime Minister/product, Bush said he wanted their ship­­board Mediterranean meeting to be "a chance to make our feet up and talk.

"Did they? At the summit concluded Sunday, there were mixed comments.

Bush said yes, there was one occasion when "I actually did put the phone to his face and he said, 'Mr. Secretary, I'm sorry I may have never said I was very important.'

The summit would have been most fruitful had the two leaders succeeded in "turning the tide," Aguinaldo, re­­sumed, no question about it.

"We can cope with a lot of pre­­mature, even wild speculation" about cuts in military spending and sug­­gested that the United States first red­­line its European policy before re­­evaluating defense appropriations.

"I think we are going to see reductions, clearly, but I think the pace and manner and seriousness of those reduc­­tions" requires careful study, Mitchell said.

"We can't do a lot of premu­­mature, even wild speculation...about cuts in military spending," Mitchell went on, "but I think we have to see the seriousness of those reduc­­tions, requires careful study."

"We can cop­­e with them in a civili­­zed manner...in a political rather than a military way.

"Although the congressional
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Investigators identify body in well; couple charged in three murders

CHILlicothe, Mo. (UPI) — Investigators have identified one of two bodies found on a farm in Livingston County, police said Sunday.

Livingston County Coroner Scott Lindley has identified the man as Dennis K. Murphy, apparently in his early 30s. His last known address was Normal, Ill. It is not known if Murphy was the man whose body was found last month in a farm well near Ludlow or the man whose body had been found earlier in a barn near the same well.

The search for bodies is part of an investigation against a Livingston County couple accused in the deaths of three transients. No charges have been filed yet in Murphy’s death.

Ray Copeland, 72, and his wife, Faye, 68, were charged Nov. 13 with first-degree murder by Attorney General William Webster in connection with the deaths of three men whose bodies were found on a farm near their Moundside farm, about 65 miles northeast of Kansas City.

Associate Judge Barbara Lame of the 43rd Judicial Circuit issued the order for the separate hearings for the couple on Nov. 29.

Lawrence Ray Copeland is scheduled to appear before her Jan. 3-5 and ordered Faye Copeland to appear Jan. 10-11, a circuit court spokesman said.

Investigators found parts of a body on Nov. 21 in a well located on a farm near Ludlow.

The Copelands remain held in the county jail in a cell separate from the three victims.

An initial investigation into the crash revealed that a 1989 Freightliner truck, driven by Wallace W. Blacklock, 44, of Murphysboro, was traveling north on Business Rte. 13 at a high rate of speed when it left the southbound shoulder and slammed into the abutment of the Illinois Pacific Railroad bridge, the dispatch said.

An initial investigation revealed that a 1989 Freightliner truck, driven by Wallace W. Blacklock, 44, of Murphysboro, and William Johnson, 37, of Murphysboro, the dispatch said.

The truck was backed for over three hours while a large tow truck and crane freed the vehicle from the bridge. The truck was turned to the Jackson County Highway Department facility, where Jackson County Ambulance personnel completed the removal of the victims.

The results of blood alcohol tests are pending, the dispatch said.

The Copelands were charged Nov. 13 with three counts of first-degree murder in connection with the deaths of three men whose bodies were found on one farm.

The Copelands were charged in the deaths of three of the victims: Paul Cowan, 21, of Dardanelle, Ark.; John W. Freeman, 27, of Tulsa, Okla.; and Jimmy Dale Harvey, 27, of Springfield, Mo.

Webster said the state will seek the death penalty if the Copelands are convicted.

They have not been charged with the death of the fourth man, who was found on the Joe Adams farm near Ludlow. The identity of the other victim has not been released.

Investigators have said Ray Copeland may have used transients to help him buy cattle fraudulently.

There are several homeless men who worked for the Copelands who have not been located. Authorities do not know whether they met with foul play or simply moved on without leaving traces of their whereabouts.

Investigators have said a ballistic test indicated a .22-caliber slug, recovered from one of the victims, matched a bullet fired from a weapon recovered at the Copeland home.

Investigations have been hindered by the absence of eyewitness accounts. If you saw anything on the Copeland property, please contact the Livingston County Sheriff’s Office.

Saluki Women's Basketball

It's a Classic

SALUKIS vs. CREIGHTON
December 4, 7:35, SIU Arena

POSTER NIGHT
ALL FANS RECEIVE A POSTER

SPONSORED BY: SIU Athletics Department

La Roma’s Pizza
$1.00 off
FREEDelivery
with purchase of small or medium pizza

529-1344

The Polar Express Audio Book and cassette narrated by William Hurt - other holiday titles available - Hunday House • 601 W. Main • 529-1511

The Blue Devils

Di. LINES

'Blue Monday'

Blue Devils 75¢

Blue Maul & Bluesberry Shots 25¢

Billiards Parlor

ALL DAY & NITE

Tom $1.05 Collins

Vodka Collins

Special 0 a.m.-6 p.m.

The Polar Express Audio Book and cassette narrated by William Hurt - other holiday titles available - Hunday House • 601 W. Main • 529-1511

Night on the Town

with Jammin' Johnathon and his awesome DANCE VIDEO SHOW FREE Limousine Ride Giveaway courtesy of

BLUE LINES

'Blue Monday'

Blue Devils 75¢

Blue Maul & Bluesberry Shots 25¢

35¢ Hot Dogs & 1.65 Submarine

Special 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

'Play Pool for 1 Hour'

& Get 1/2 hour FREE with coupon

Good only from
10 a.m.-6 p.m., Mon.-Thurs.
Internship to give women experience in administrative, financial matters

By Sean Hannigan
Staff Writer

Two women were selected for the Administrative Internship, Program 1989-90. One of them, described by Director of Student Development, will begin working in fiscal affairs in the fall of 1990. She will also continue at their current positions.

"My objective was to have more experiences for professional and personal development and to become more familiar with University operations," said Vitello, Director of Advanced Technical Studies, said.

She was selected along with Harriets Wilson Barlow, associate director of Student Development, who will begin working in fiscal affairs in the fall of 1990.

Survey: Shoppers to spend $39 billion this Christmas

NEW YORK (UPI) — That does it Ho Ho Ho. You hear the sound of bells. From the National Retail Federation, it is estimated that $37 billion Americans will spend on Christmas this year, headed by big spenders in New England who will spend $422 per family on gifts. The Minnesota survey.

A projection by the Conference Board, a non-profit organization conducting economic research, predicted a good news to the U.S. retail sector and amounts to an increase of 4 to 5 percent over last year.

"The prospects of a reasonably lively Christmas season made us feel to put to rest the irresistible warnings that we may be moving into a recession," said J. Fabian Linden, executive director of the board's research center. "As long as the consumer maintains a good level of spending, the economy is unlikely to take a bad turn.

The typical American family is expected to spend $335 on Christmas gifts for products ranging from toys to champagne, according to government cited by the board for National Family Opinion, Inc. which sampled 3,000 households nationwide.

"The survey covers about every-thing that can be bought for Christmas," Linden said. "A basket of fruit, toys, candy presents, small gifts.

Although some families will spend more on gifts and some much less than the median amount of $335, the average spending corre-

Post-Driver pilot to visit SIU-C Tuesday

By Mario Millikan
Staff Writer

Three-time Politzer prize-nominee Dave Dorf will lecture on his experiences with sports coverage at 4 p.m. Tuesday in Lawson 231.

Dorf is a sports writer for St. Louis Post-Dispatch, will be on campus Tuesday and Wednesday to meet with interested students and faculty and discussing sports coverage.

In addition to the public lecture, Dorf will address a journalism law class on the Missouri School of Journalism and production class. He will also be available for questions at an open house in the Miss Library Auditorium from 1:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday.

In addition to his work on the Post-Dispatch, Dorf has been active in the media throughout the Olympic games. A torch bearer in the 1984 Olympic games in Seoul, Dorf served on the committee that nominated the first group of inductees for the U.S. Olympic Hall of Fame.

Dorf's three-part profile of Olympic-jacket, Jonyer-Kenne was of 35 stories chosen from a field of 800 entries to be included in an anthology entitled "Best Sports Stories."

Dorf is also the author of "Running Back," the story of Steve Hoegentoff, a top runner in the 1970's who suffered brain damage after being struck by a hitand-run car and later returned to his running career.

After graduating from the University of Missouri, Dorf began in journalism career in 1962 as a news copy editor at The Missouri Republican in Iowa, where he eventually was moved to sports. He joined the sports staff at the St. Louis Post-Dispatch in 1966.

Dorf's visit to SIU-C is sponsored by the Society of Professional Journalists and concludes this semester's guest lecturer program. The program will continue throughout the spring semester.
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Students, scholars disagree on Tiananmen death counts

By Dale Walker
Staff Writer

Chinese association's president says Tiananmen deaths underestimated

By Lu Wang
Staff Writer

"I can account for the death of 31 students," said Kathleen Trescott, president of the Midwest United States-China Peoples Friendship Association.

Kathleen Trescott and her husband, a University faculty member, were in China at the time of the Tiananmen Square incident and she believes the number of dead on that famous day, May 4th, 1989, by visiting Chinese scholars is much too low because she can account for nearly all the students and many others who were killed on that day.

Trescott said "I have 10 death certifices recorded in Beijing," in an interview with the Chinese daily newspaper, Beijing Review.

What Trescott said was confirmed by the China Daily, a newspaper published in Beijing, which is not available in other parts of China.

Trescott said she had given a group of 20 students from Jinan University that went on a train to Tiananmen Square to participate in the demonstration the weekend of June 3-4. The group set up their sleeping area in the compound of the demonstrators.

At 11 p.m. on June 3, one of the students was killed in a thought to be an accident. Trescott said the poster gave the cause of death was from three gasolene bombs in the compound and that he believes the writer of the poster gave the cause of death was because of two gasolene bombs.

"A close friend of mine, Qiwei Chen, a distinguished economics professor who had won national awards for his service, was put into jail for making an open criticism of the Chinese government. He was one of those students walking down Chang'an street, away from Tiananmen Square. A soldier fired at the three students and all three fell to the ground. The student that had not been his lay still until the soldier that fired had passed and then he got up and ran to the shadow of a building. From there he watched as another soldier with a flame thrower burned his two companions."

Chinese students disagreed. They believed the government killed any peaceful people, even if the figure was as low as the Chinese government's estimate, that the movement to move tanks into Tiananmen Square, even if there were some broken windows, a dozen or so doctors in political science, said.

Cai9ong Wang said a few people tried to stop the students' protest against the Chinese government and the communist party. It is those people that the government was trying to arrest, Dong said.

Qin Xaiong disagreed. "Do they have a half million people who influence more than a half million people?" she asked.

"In our opinion, the cause of the student protest was the fact that the regime was demonizing," she said.

What happened in Beijing was part of a worldwide Global Family against socialist countries, Jian said. What the students did was legal. The government has a obligation to protect the natural and human rights, she said. They have the right to demand, she said.

But the communist party leaders, if they want, can change the laws. They can make a new law to make their arrests legal," she said.

"They have made a new law that makes mass demonstration virtually illegal," she said.

"In fact, Europe, there has been significant change. In China they got a massacre," she said.

After the Tiananmen incident, the government started a nationwide prosecution, Jian said. The Chinese government is continuing to arrest students, but it is keeping this a secret from the international community, she said.

Many people were put into jail for taking part in the protest, she said.

"A close friend of mine, Qiwei Chen, a distinguished economics professor who had won national awards for his service, was put into jail in early September only for making an open criticism of the government," she said.

It is hard to get facts that refute the Chinese government, because it has an international mail checking system that makes it very dangerous to write out a personal account through the mail, Jian said.

Columbia president to visit Japan in effort to increase trade relations

BOGOTA, Colombia (UPI) -- President Virgilio Barco left for Japan Sunday to open up the country's export trade with the booming Pacific Basin and garner backing for Colombia's free-trade agenda.

The 68-year-old leader, in the last year of a four-year term, left on a presidential jet accompanied by his wife, Carolina, Foreign Minister Emilio Fernandez, the head of the Andean region, and a team of economic experts.

"This visit has enormous importance for the strengthening of our ties with the Pacific Basin countries," Barco said.

The president's trip was scheduled to arrive in Tokyo late Tuesday afternoon. Barco will meet with Emperor Akihito, Empress Michiko, Prime Minister Takeshi Kaifu and leading parliamentarians before returning home Friday.

Barco, who asked to sign documents with Japanese ministers, "will be expected to sign some $500 million in much-needed foreign aid agreements with Japan today, the National Coffee Federation is hoping to market some 2,000 tons of the coffee extract, which will be canned by Coca-Cola Japan, El Espectador reported last week.

Japan holds special interest for Colombia, which is struggling to turn its natural and human resources into economic advantage.
Romanian gymnast describes defection to U.S.:

NEW YORK (UPI) — Romanian gymnast Nadia Comaneci, who was working in the Big Apple after her defection to the United States, dropped through from fields and icy water near armed border patrol on the harrasing escape from Romania, as published in a British newspaper Sunday.

In an interview published by The Mail in London, Comaneci told how she and six friends fled her homeland and how her boyfriend, Constantin Panait, 34, helped to arrange her escape after she agreed to sign the two-page 1980 executive.

Comaneci, 25, surfaced at John F. Kennedy International Airport in New York Friday following her extraction from Romania. She spent three days as an American resident in the city Sunday, eating, drinking beer and maintaining the silence about her next destination and where she would make her home.

New York Newsday reported Friday that Comaneci is planning a reunion with her long-time coach, Bela Karolyi, who is now completing a seven-year prison term.

Newsday said after she meets Karolyi, either in New York or an amphibious headquarters of the U.S. Gymnastics Federation, she will fly to Karolyi's home in Houston and live with his family there.

Comaneci told The Mail she left her parents' Bucharest home the night of Nov. 29, with no money and only the clothes on her back, keeping a photograph of her father, uncle and impeci gold coin she had seen.

"I couldn't see goodbye to my parents. I even had to lie to my brother," Comaneci told The Mail after arriving in New York.

Comaneci was driven by Panait, a builder living in California, in a rented car to Timisoara, 10 miles from the Hungarian border. Panait, who appears to have had an official Romanian exit permit, dropped the group off there as planned, arranging to meet them on the other side of the border in Sziged, Hungary.

"It was dark when we started out, walking through mud and open countryside. We were stung and often crawling through water and ice," said Comaneci, who added the journey left her scratched and bruised.

"We saw no guards but we heard shots and hearing guns in the distance. It was terrifying.

"We didn't know if the border area was mined." Comaneci recalled. "We could have been blown up by five or six guards. We didn't even know what would happen if we were caught alive. It almost certainly would have meant going to prison in Romania.

After crossing the border, the group realized they had missed the rendezvous point with Panait and began walking along a road where they were picked up by a Hungarian border patrol.

"We never let on we were planning to go to the West," Comaneci said. "We didn't know what would happen if I said I wanted to go to America."

A frantic Panait searched Hungarian police stations until he was directed to Comaneci, who was given a free bus and train ticket to Budapest and put up in the Hotel Royal in Sziged to await further questioning, the newspaper said.

Ex-president gets annual 'Beyond War' award:

SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) — Former President Jimmy Carter, a native South African and an Israeli village were honored Sadler and beyond War Awards destined to encourage human cooperation and peaceful solutions to conflict.

Carter and his wife, Rosalynn, were honored for their work with the Carter Center of Atlanta, as were the residents of Neve Shalom/Wahat al-Salam, an Israeli vilage where Jews and Palestinian live together.

Four Jerusalem accepted an award on behalf of his group, the Koinonia Southern Africa, which seeks to offer black and white South Africans a better understanding of one another.

The Carters were honored for the work of their center, a nonprofit organization that encourages personal negotiations, better health care and human rights.

The center sponsors a network of diplomats and academics who negotiate for peace in the world's hot spots, a child-health task force and Global 2000, which includes projects to teach farmers to increase food production.

The seventh annual awards were presented during ceremonies at the Herbst Theater in San Francisco, in conjunction with television systems in the United States and Canada.

Beyond War is a nonprofit organization headquartered in Pal Alto, Calif., and devoted to ending wars as a means of resolving conflict.

In his native South Africa, Jenkins has been the target of numerous violent attacks, and has on several occasions had the windows of his home shattered by vandals.

His group, Koinonia Southern Africa, hopes to end mideast tension in South Africa by bringing the races together. About 20,000 people have participated in events organized by Jenkins since he founded the group 10 years ago.

Koinonia arranged for two black and white couples to meet for a meal at least once a month. They began by talking about their lives and progress to more personal topics, such as religious beliefs.

"I believe devout in every being there is some urge for unity and ultimately," Jenkins said. "I can only be free when my government as the boss of all the other banks south of 95th Street.

Tocco, 60, and an alleged associate, Clarence Crockett, 52, are accused racketeering, murder and tax evasion. The government claims the two extended protection money - in the form of the mob's notorious "street tax" - from several owners, "chop shop" stolen auto operators and vice dens in Chicago's south suburbs.

Tocco was arrested last Jan. 5 in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, and now has 18 families with 39 children. The name means "Queen of Peace" in Hebrew and Arabic.

Michal Zakh, a Jewish school counselor in Boston, and Khoda Khatib, a Palestinian teacher, came to San Francisco to receive awards on behalf of their fellow villagers.

Chicago extortlon trial nears end after four-week courtroom battle:
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Test-tube experiment provides AIDS treatment

ST. LOUIS (UPI) — Researchers at the Washington University School of Medicine said Sunday a new group of compounds synthesized in tests has proven effective in blocking the growth of the AIDS virus in in vitro experiments.

Dr. Jeffrey Gordon, leader of the research group, said the compounds may open a new avenue for treating — but not curing — acquired immune deficiency syndrome. Gordon cautioned, however, that the finding was preliminary because the chemicals had been tested only in laboratory cultures of human white blood cells infected with the AIDS virus.

"Considerably more work has to be done with cultured cells in animals before we completely understand how these compounds work and whether or not they will be useful in treating viral illnesses such as AIDS," Gordon said.

He said researchers synthesized new compounds resembling a naturally occurring one called meromic acid, which must be linked to certain proteins for the AIDS virus to assemble. The synthesized variations of meromic acid look like the original, so the virus-building machinery uses them.

But the new compounds are different enough that they block the building process, he said. In lab tests, the researchers found that one of the new compounds reduced the replication of the AIDS virus by about 90 percent with no significant toxicity to the blood cells.

Briefs

GETTING FIT for Aerobics will meet from 5 to 6 tonight at the Rec Center.

AIDS AWARENESS Week Committee will meet from 17:45 to 1:45 p.m. today in the Kener Hall classroom. For more information, contact the Wellness Center at 536-4441.

ALPHA KAPPA Psi will hold a professional-affair business meeting at 6 tonight in the Student Center Ohio Room for those brothers who are deeming this semester. For more information, contact Joe at 684-6943.

S.A.M. will meet at 7 tonight in Rm. 13.

APPLICATIONS MUST be received by the Educational Testing Service for the January 13, 1990 Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) and the Test of Spoken English (TSE) on December 11.

SUPPORT GROUP for Families and Friends of Mental Illness will meet from 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesday at the Our Savior Lutheran Church.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS Wingers, Chapter Q of the Gold Wing Road Riders Association will meet at 7 p.m. Wednesday at Bonanza, on highway 13 west of Carbondale. For more information, call 942-1417 or 867-8290.

STUDENT THEATER Guild will meet after the Showcase presentation (approximately at 5 p.m.) today in the laboratory theater in the Communications Building. For more information, contact Robert at 549-2456.

CARBONDALE INTER-CHURCH Council will meet at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday at the Church of the Good Shepard.

ADVENT PENANCE Service will meet at 7:30 tonight at the Newman Center.

GAMMA BETA Phi Honor Society would like to remind all new members of the formal indiction ceremony to be held from 3 to 6 p.m. Saturday in the Student Center Auditorium.
Winter settles in snow belt; Chicago expects more cold

United Press International

Winter retained its grip Sunday on much of the nation's snow belt, as heavy snow on states influenced by Great Lakes storms, a snow watch was issued for New England and snow chills chuffed the South.

The system moved with moisture through Washington and Oregon Saturday, and a narrow band of the system expected Sunday another was posed to bring rain, freezing rain and snow to Idaho, Montana, the Dakotas and northern South Dakota.

The rest of the Northern California enjoyed mild last-feather weather with highs in the 50s and 60s. The San Francisco and the desert Southern California basked in seasonable warmth.

International Falls, Minn., retained the rest of the nation's snow as a result of a weekend. A Great Lakes winter system dumped near 12 inches of snow in upper Michigan. The city has seen it since the last snowstorm.

The weather service posted snow squall warnings Sunday for western New York in the area of the dinner hour snow in Cleveland. The city has seen its first snow ever.

In New York City, snow flurries, the two in the wind gusts of 25 mph sent the homeless into subway stations in search of salvation.

The weather service called for snow and drifting snow from northern New England down through the snow belts of New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Maryland. Snow advisories or watches were posted for western Pennsylvania as well. The advisory was issued for all counties in Pennsylvania, except for the counties in the middle of New England.

A high wind warning was issued for the mountains of western Pennsylvania, already under a snow storm warning, calling for sustained winds of 35-40 mph and gusts to 70 mph.

The wind chilled the cold, windy and chilly across most of the South. The wind chill was calling for highs in the 30s to mid 40s. Wind chill readings in Kentucky plunged to 10 to 15 below zero and it snowing in the eastern coastal fields.

Overnight temperatures in the teens and 20s were common. It was 16 in Lexington, Ky., and 18 in Louisville, 19 in Nashville, Tenn., 23 in Asheville, N.C., 24 in Knoxville, Tenn., and 23 in Chattanooga, Tenn., and Roanoke, Va.

Group writes letter threatening to make Medflies 'unmanageable'

LOS ANGELES (UPI) — Police are investigating a claim that a mysterious group is spreading a letter throughout Southern California, saying it will "unmanageable.

In a letter, a copy of which was obtained by the Los Angeles Times, the group said: "Brokers" said it was angered by repeated aerial spraying of pesticide that the group said "is not going to help the public in the country.

A Great Lakes winter system dumped near 12 inches of snow in upper Michigan. The city has seen its first snow ever.

The weather service posted snow squall warning Sunday for western New York in the area of the dinner hour snow in Cleveland. The city has seen its first snow ever.

In New York City, snow flurries, the two in the wind gusts of 25 mph sent the homeless into subway stations in search of salvation.

The weather service called for snow and drifting snow from northern New England down through the snow belts of New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Maryland. Snow advisories or watches were posted for western Pennsylvania as well. The advisory was issued for all counties in Pennsylvania, except for the counties in the middle of New England.

A high wind warning was issued for the mountains of western Pennsylvania, already under a snow storm warning, calling for sustained winds of 35-40 mph and gusts to 70 mph.

The wind chilled the cold, windy and chilly across most of the South. The wind chill was calling for highs in the 30s to mid 40s. Wind chill readings in Kentucky plunged to 10 to 15 below zero and it snowing in the eastern coastal fields.

Overnight temperatures in the teens and 20s were common. It was 16 in Lexington, Ky., and 18 in Louisville, 19 in Nashville, Tenn., 23 in Asheville, N.C., 24 in Knoxville, Tenn., and 23 in Chattanooga, Tenn., and Roanoke, Va.

Group writes letter threatening to make Medflies "unmanageable"

LOS ANGELES (UPI) — Police are investigating a claim that a mysterious group is spreading a letter throughout Southern California, saying it will "unmanageable.

In a letter, a copy of which was obtained by the Los Angeles Times, the group said: "Brokers" said it was angered by repeated aerial spraying of pesticide that the group said "is not going to help the public in the country.

A Great Lakes winter system dumped near 12 inches of snow in upper Michigan. The city has seen its first snow ever.

The weather service posted snow squall warning Sunday for western New York in the area of the dinner hour snow in Cleveland. The city has seen its first snow ever.

In New York City, snow flurries, the two in the wind gusts of 25 mph sent the homeless into subway stations in search of salvation.

The weather service called for snow and drifting snow from northern New England down through the snow belts of New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Maryland. Snow advisories or watches were posted for western Pennsylvania as well. The advisory was issued for all counties in Pennsylvania, except for the counties in the middle of New England.

A high wind warning was issued for the mountains of western Pennsylvania, already under a snow storm warning, calling for sustained winds of 35-40 mph and gusts to 70 mph.

The wind chilled the cold, windy and chilly across most of the South. The wind chill was calling for highs in the 30s to mid 40s. Wind chill readings in Kentucky plunged to 10 to 15 below zero and it snowing in the eastern coastal fields.

Overnight temperatures in the teens and 20s were common. It was 16 in Lexington, Ky., and 18 in Louisville, 19 in Nashville, Tenn., 23 in Asheville, N.C., 24 in Knoxville, Tenn., and 23 in Chattanooga, Tenn., and Roanoke, Va.
Race, tax revolts subject of Cook County elections

CHICAGO (UPI) — Race, the tax and allusions of Democratic machine politics figure to play a big part in the 1980 Cook County elections and Republicans, on the eve of statemaking, hoped to take advantage of it.

State Sen. Aldo DelAngelis, R-Chicago, is likely to be declared by the GOP for Cook County Board president, was ready to carry the fight to the incumbent, Daley, who last week endorsed one of his Senate colleagues, Ald. Ed Burke, for the top post.

"It always intended to run an issues-oriented campaign," said DelAngelis, citing high property taxes and inefficiency in county government.

"It seems the only way they know how to reach us is politically." Cook Democrats wrapped up their tumultuous slate-making exercise last week, a processing that started with chairman George Danne announcing his decision not to seek an unpreced}

Republican and Democrats lining up for 16th district seat

ROCKFORD (UPI) — The 16th Congressional District seat has been vacated only twice in the last 10 years and as many as 12 politicians are lining up for the position, the Rev. Lynn Martin, R-Ill., is giving it up.

Martin is leaving the post he first won 1980 in order to try to unseat Sen. Paul Simon, D-Ill. Her predecessor is John Anderson, who represented the area for 20 years before making unsuccessful presidential bids as a Republican and later as an independent.

Two Republicans announced their candidacy last week while the leaves were still on the trees, and up to 12 Democrats are thinking about mounting campaigns before the first heavy snowfall. The filing period for the party primaries is this month.

First to make his plans known was Donald Marzullo, an attorney from Oregon in Ogle County, Marzullo, 45, claims the farthest sight line of the political spectrum and says he is a "Ronald Reagan conservative."

Reagan's birthplace of Dixon are within the district. The filing period for the party primaries is this month.

State Rep. William Sutker, D-Skokie, has the largest share of the district's precincts 10-6. The 16th district is a proceeding to an executive session of the Board and a former Winnebago County Board member. He said the file was set up to make the race has caused him to consider it. The former state Rep. Robert Drinkmaier may come out of political retirement to make the race. He represented Freeport in Stephenson County for 10 years before being reelected to Springfield. Hynes, 67, still owns property in Freeport and said he would move back if he is elected.

Dixon and Cox estimated the cost of a primary campaign would be around $22,000. Hynes said he expects to spend $500,000 in the primary.

The primary will be held March 20.
India's new government sets
nation's people as top priority
Prime Minister says millions of poverty stricken can expect help

NEW DELHI, India (UPI) —
Prime Minister Vishwanath Pratap Singh declared Sunday that "after a long dark night" Indians can expect a government that will alleviate the nation's poverty-stricken millions, be more accountable and take some political extremisms.

"We have brought to this land the dust of the fields and plains of India," Singh, 58, said in his first address since taking the oath of office on Saturday. "Millions of homes are without light. The voice of this government will be the voice of hope." The softspoken anti-corruption crusader huddled with his advisers to decide on a Cabinet to run India's next government, which is already showing signs of having a far more modest style than that under the regal behavior of his predecessor, Rajiv Gandhi.

The Sunday Mail reported that Singh's first major decision was to accept the coven of 1,500 security men that shielded Gandhi from threats by Sikh radicals at a cost of $180 million a year. The newspaper said that along with the end of metal detectors, office curtains and the frisking of anybody wishing to meet the prime minister, Singh also rejected use of a foreign-made bullet-proof car for his trusty Ambassador, the 1936 model Morris Oxford still manufactured in India.

He also planned to prune to a "bare minimum" the prime minister's office from its current strength of about 180 bureaucrats, it said.

Singh's victory has been viewed with trepidation by many industrials who remember his past zeal as finance minister for staging raids against tax evaders and are concerned he may halt the economic liberalizations ushered in by Gandhi.

But a senior official of the National Front, the centrist coalition that led the opposition to Pinochet's request for a new eight-year term as president, said if he went to the presidential election on March 11, 1990, to the winner of the election.

Aylwin's main challenger is the Christian Democrat, Patricio Aylwin, who has brought the country's poverty-stricken millions of this prime minister, said "this is an urgent need for a national endeavor" to deal with two radical separatist movements in the northern states of Punjab and Jammu and Kashmir.

Polls show Chilenán's first election in 19 years will produce democracy

ABROAD THE TRAIN OF HAPPINESS, Chile (UPI) — The people of the south are in unison with the chant, "He's going to fall, he's going to fall." The "he" is President Augusto Pinochet, the 74-year-old general who forced the socialist Victor J. Lastin off the presidential train were on their way from Santiago to Valparaiso.

"We don't want Pinochet any more," said Maria Ubeda, 23, who will take part in her first election when Chilenans vote Dec. 14. "We don't any more of the dictatorship," said Felicia Walker, a trained teacher. "I'm going because human rights in Chile have been viciously violated." The change came about because voters last year turned down Pinochet's request for a new eight-year term as president, forcing him to call the election. Pinochet must turn over the presidential seal on March 11, 1990, to the winner of the election.

Aylwin's main challenger is Pinochet's former finance minister, Heman Buhí.
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NEW YORK (UPI) — Federal prosecutors and city investigators are investigating "various financial transactions" involving mayoral aide David Driscoll, including one in which he transferred stock to his son, officials said Sunday.

"There is a preliminary inquiry being conducted by our office in conjunction with the Department of Investigation into various financial transactions by Mr. Driscoll," said Ami Driscoll, a spokesman for Brooklyn U.S. Attorney Andrew Maloney.

Driscoll declined to be more specific, but Ron Davis, a DOJ spokesman, said the inquiry involved Dinkins' handling of a transfer of stock in Inner City Broadcasting Corp. to his son.

The stock transaction and Dinkins' failure to file income taxes for four years nearly two decades ago were repeatedly criticized by Rudolph Giuliani, a former federal prosecutor and Dinkins' Republican opponent in the mayoral race.

Dinkins said he was cooperating "100 percent" with the investigation.

"We want to put this thing to bed once and for all," Dinkins' lawyer, Charles Sillsman, told the Daily News in Sunday editions. The newspaper, citing law enforcement sources, said the investigation is in the preliminary stage and includes Dinkins' handling of stock in Inner City Broadcasting Corp.

The probe is part of a larger investigation into a related Queens cable television franchise, the Daily News reported. Investigators were seeking to determine whether Dinkins transferred the stock to his son, David Jr., through a genuine transaction in 1985, how much it was actually worth and whether taxes were fully paid on the deal, sources said.

Inner City owns several radio stations and is a subsidiary of the firm that owns a substantial interest in the Queens cable franchise, the newspaper said. Its chairman, former Manhattan borough president Percy Sutton, is a long-time Dinkins friend.

The mayor-elect first acquired the stock in the privately held company in 1972 and his holdings grew over the years to 508 shares, largely, he has said, through stock splits, the Daily News said.

Following his election as Manhattan borough president in 1985, Dinkins said he was transferring ownership of the stock to his son to avoid a conflict between his position on the city's Board of Estimate and the board's role in regulating cable television, the paper said.

NEW YORK (UPI) — Most women lawyers working in large law firms are subjected to sexual harassment ranging from lewd jokes to rape, the National Law Journal said in a survey released Sunday.

The survey of 900 female attorneys, which will be published in the weekly's Dec. 11 edition available on newsstands Monday, also found that in large law firms women have fewer chances than men for top positions.

Nearly all of the respondents earn more than $50,000 and are generally satisfied with their careers, the survey found.

However, the survey revealed discernible differences between cities. Women in Los Angeles and Washington, D.C., more frequently indicated their firms provided equal opportunities for management positions, promotions, job assignments and litigation. Boston ranked lowest in all categories and Chicago also had a poor rating.

The 12-page questionnaires were sent to 2,975 women lawyers in 13 cities, including Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, Philadelphia, New York, San Francisco, Tampa and Washington.

Many women also said they were asked to supply "questionable" information during job interviews. Some 33 percent said they were asked about their plans for having children and 25 percent were asked about their husband's or boyfriend's feelings about career plans or goals.

When questioned about sexual harassment, 60 percent of the respondents said they were subject to unwanted sexual attention but rarely reported it.

Of the few women who did report it, 56 percent said the firm did nothing and 38 percent said the offender was reprimanded.

Most of the offenses involved lewd jokes and remarks. However, 13 women said they were the victims of actual or attempted rapes and assaults by superiors in the workplace, the survey showed.

Some 33 percent of the respondents said they experienced unwanted sexual looks or gestures. And, 25 percent said they were subjected to deliberate touching, cornering or pinching.

Some 7 percent of the respondents earned more than $250,000 a year, more than 35 percent earned $100,000 to $250,000.

Survey shows most women lawyers harassed

Shop all Elder-Beerman/Meis stores
10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
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who entered the game averaging 20 points and 9.3 percent scoring to just 16 points on five of 14 shooting from the floor.
Shapley said the Salukis showed a lot of character when they jumped in front of the Huskers and did not let them back in the game.
"We got the baskets when we needed them," Shapley said. "When it went down to the wire, we came through just about every time."
In reference to the Salukis half-court offense, which they had to rely on most of the game, Shapley said: "I don't think we're where we want to be, it's just in the season. We have a long way to go."
"It's good for us to have a game like this (against) a team that doesn't want to push it up as much," Shapley said. "It was a physical team. This was good experience."
"We have confidence in Jerry," Shapley said. "We know what he can do. When he gets the ball down low, he's either going to shoot or get fouled 90-95 percent of the time."
Although he prefers an up-tempo game, Mahan said the Salukis can win with a slow or fast-paced game.
"They slowed the ball up so we played a lot of kind of game," Mahan said. "We feel confident in any kind of type we play. Everyone knows that's our game, and we just have to play hard.
"Last year the pressure games again proved to be a considerable contribution to the team's offense as the Salukis converted 26 of 49 three-pointers for the game, including 14 of 15 in the first half."

The Salukis are the only Mountain States Conference basketball team without a loss in the early season. The Salukis began谷ey play Jan. 6 at Illinois State.

SIU Arena celebrates 25 years of basketball

By Eric Bugger

Staff Writer

A 71-56 victory Saturday night over Northern Illinois University put the Salukis in first place in the Midwest Mutual Insurance Conference. The victory marked the one-quarter century anniversary of the football stadium.

"I was very fortunate to come to SIU and be a part of our basketball program, and as it turned out I got to play with some great players and made the trip to the NCAA tournament. It was a very exciting time for us," said Johnson.

McNeill, who is credited with scoring the first Saluki field goal in the arena, has remained very close to the basketball program while working in the purchasing department.

"I make it here for every game," said Nicoll.

Ed Zastrow, also a member of the 1966-67 team, appeared in the Arena, as well as a member of the 1967 NIT championship team, and the 1968-70 season was his 20-year anniversary with the University of Illinois.
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Trades proposed for Cubs, Cards at winter meetings

Vince Coleman for Scott Scudder, Willie McGee for Tim Belcher.

All I hear right now are trade rumors, and I truly don't think they're accurate. The Major League winter meetings began Tuesday in Nashville. General Manager Bill DeWitt Jr. of the 26 franchises will get together in an attempt to improve their teams by making trades. St. Louis General Manager Darrell Miller and Chicago GM Jim Piersall will attempt to better their ballclub's needs, and speculation is flying about which players will change teams before next season.

I wonder what percentage of personnel changes actually end up becoming real. I mean, most of them are baseless of so-called experts, but I can recall the minds of teams' head honchos.

What gives these experts the right to tell their favorite teams who to fire and who to acquire? I don't know.

I want to join in on the fun because I'm a fan who knows what's best for my team. I hereby proclaim myself an expert. Let's see how many of my proposed deals for the Cubs and Cardinals pan true.

Wait—I almost forgot. The best deal to be made is to pick up free agents. A team that signs a free agent under only gives up money, not talent.

First, the Cubs and Cards must make it a priority to resign their own free agents.

The Cubs have only one unsigned player this year, but if they don't sign pitcher Scott Sanderson, it will be a shock to their already weak starting rotation.

The last Cubs pitcher Ted Power to Pittsburgh and catcher Trace Stobbs to Philadelphia. Piersall Dan Crow has been re-signed, but Rick Horton and Frank DiPino also must be re-signed.

Neither the Cards nor the Cubs have a pitcher for a single big-name free agent because of their front office cautiousness, but the Cards will have to resign most of their minds after recent success in the market.

St. Louis signed lefty reliever DiPino last year and he went 9-0. This year they have signed veteran Montreal right-hander Bryan Smith, and are looking for another pro-pitcher. And they apparently are considering signing old friend John Tudor. I think he's washed up and they should look in the direction of another Dodger, Fernando Valenzuela.

The Cards also may begin to enter the free agent market. Who can forget the best deal they have made? It was an acquisition from Andre Dawson? They have displayed interest in American League Most Valuable Player Robin Yount (Milwaukee) and Hulie Brooks (Montreal) for third base.

Enough about free agency. Here we go with my proposed trades.

**Will the Cubs send Walton to the Mets for Gregg Jeffieres?**

The Redbirds deal Pendleton, Carpenter, and Fitzgerald to Bosox for Wade Boggs?

I'll start with the Cubs. I don't know who's going to sign Jeffieres to the Zimmie's Christmas list, but I suspect the Cards take a blushy situation and a free agent in the future. The Cubs would put him at third base and starting pitching.

The only prime trade but they also will be interested in this Rookie. The Year Jerome Walton, Ryne Sandberg, Mark Grace, Dwight Smith and Shawtor Dunston. I doubt they would be willing to part with all of those players, but if they do.

Walton or Smith to the New York Mets for Gregg Jeffieres. Jeffieres had a disappointing year, but will he grow up? The Cubs would put him at third base (his best position) and use Lloyd McClendon in left field. The Cubs will use Walton or Smith in center field and move Juan Samuel into second base.

Walton to the Mets for Ron Darling or Sid Fernandez, to the Dodgers for Tim Belcher, to the Tigers for Jack Morris, to the Padres for Dennis Rasmussen, to the Indians for Tony Perez, to the Pirates for Kent Tekulve, etc. The Cubs need a approach starting pitcher and any team would welcome Rascal.

Smith, Vance Law, Jeff Pico and Steve Wilson to Houston for Danny Darwin and Ken Caminiti. Chicago gets a right-handed bulb of life, the All-Star third baseman and the Aroons go to a solid player, a has-been and two never-wills-be.

Walton to Cincinnati for Chris Sabo, the Cubs get a third baseman and the Reds get an out-fielder.

The Cardinals. Whiney Herzog says he wants even more pitching and a stronger bench. They may, like the Dodgers, like a center fielder named Joe Carter.

St. Louis has a lot of offer, including Coleman or McGee, Curt Carroll, former leaguer Alex Cole, Mike Fitzgerald, Geromino Pena and Ray Lankford.

Coleman, Fitzgerald and Carpenter to Cleveland for Carlton. The Cards get one of the most underrated supers in center field. Carter, the Tribe get a leadoff hitter, a slugger-first baseman and a relief ace.

McGee, Carpenter and Ken Hill to Kansas City for Danny Drabek. The Cards get a Carter-like player and the Royals get a proven centerfielder and two young pitchers.

Terry Pendleton, Fitzgerald, Carpenter and Hill to Boston for Wade Boggs. The Redbirds acquire a first baseman. At the $5.6 million, Sox get a third baseman, starting first baseman and the free agent rights to Carlton.

Coleman, Pena and Hill to Philadelphia for Von Hayes. The Cards get a multi-positioner, a multi-pitcher and the Phils get a specimen, a starting shortstop and a much-needed pitcher.

McGee, Coleman and Lankford to Milwaukee for Todd Huffman. The Cards get another solid utility starter and the Brewers get more offensive production and a future star slugger.

Carpenter, Pena and Tony Brunswik to the New York Mets for Darryl Strawberry. The Cards get a stirring, sterling All-Star slugger and Gohart goes to a closer, a shortstop and a more than adequate replacement right fielder.

**Dave Parker signs with Brewers**

**NASVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) —** The Milwaukee Brewers tied off baseball's winter meetings Sunday by signing free agent Dave Parker to a multi-year contract, a move that stops the champion Oakland Athletics of a left-handed designated hitter.

Parker's agent, Barry Meister, said the contract calls for two years and $1 million, plus $200,000 in bonuses plus an option for a third year. Parker, 38, batted .264 with 22 home runs and 58 RBIs for the A's.

The Brewers' acquisition ended a nine-year search in which they signed no free agents. General Manager Robert Niekro said the deal was designed to impress Robin Yount, the center fielder and Most Valuable Player, and Parker, said he would not re-sign with the Brewers under any circumstance.

"I don't see how we can hurt us in that area," Dolson said. "But it was not the unsigned.

Dolson said Milwaukee landed Parker because he is fit for a lifetime. A 5-foot-11, 185-pounder, he hit .258 last year. The Athletics do not.

The fact that Mark Langston received a five-year deal with California for $16 million, however.

Parker, who set the AL's top DH, was a key figure in keeping Oakland on top during the season's first-half absence of Jose Canseco.

But the loss of Parker leaves Oakland General Manager Charlieủng and Alderson searching for another left-handed bat to put between Canseco and Mark McGwire. The Athletics may have to re-sign Mark Davis and trade one of their pitchers.

Parker, a two-time National League batting champion with Pittsburgh, has a career .289 average in 1.355 games with 307 home runs and 1,432 RBIs.

"This is the one thing that we feel should be done to help the club," Dolson said. "If signing Robin Yount is among the fallout from those things, so much the better. But we're only proced­ ing in a normal course of trying to improve the club."
Lady Aces fall to Salukis’ advantage

By Greg Scott
Staff Writer

The Saluki women’s basketball team had a “sizable” advantage against the Lady Aces of Evansville and it showed.

With a dominant inside game, the Salukis defeated the Lady Aces 70-46, a quicker but smaller team, in the Salukis’ home opener Saturday.

Forward Amy Raiders and center Cheryl Weis were dominant forces in the lane as the Salukis out rebounded Evansville 45-34. Raiders scored a game-high 17 points and pulled down six rebounds. Weis tallied 11 points and had a game-high nine rebounds.

“We needed this win and it would be a confidence builder,” Raiders coach Cindy Scott said. “We received more play from our post players. And our perimeter players did a good job keeping them in check.

The win improved Saluki record to 2-2, while Evansville fell to 2-0.

Weis said the win meant a lot to the Salukis.

“We needed this win after going 1-3 in Hawaii,” Weis said. “We just tried to take advantage of what they gave us. This is a confidence booster for us.”

Raiders complimented the Salukis’ perimeter players.

“Evansville was smaller than us but our guards did a good job getting the ball to us,” Raiders said. “I think we could be a strong team inside and outside.”

The Salukis trailed only one time in the game. After SIU-C built an early 5-0 lead, Evansville came back and led 8-7 with 14:26 left in the first half.
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Half, but the Salukis went on a 28-15 run down the stretch and led 36-22 at the half. The Salukis coasted to victory and pretty much had their way with the Evansville team.

Evansville coach Bill Barnett said he was worried about the mental attitude of his team.

“We are not aggressive enough,” Barnett said. “We outsprinted us in the first half. We’re not mean enough. We have kids that would rather be nice and lose than answer aggression with aggression.”

For the second game in a row, the Salukis jumped out to an early lead, which they did not relinquish.

The Huskies drew within eight points with six minutes remaining in the contest, but the Salukis answered by scoring eight of the next 10 points and were not threatened after that.

On their way to assuming a 37-21 halftime lead, the Salukis limited the Huskies with a combination of zones, man-to-man and trapping defenses.

“Defense is what consumed them early in the game,” Herrin said. “It was pretty good defense in the first half when you can hold them to 27 points.”

Even though he wouldn’t draw a direct comparison of this year’s team to past teams, Herrin did talk about the differences in athletic talent.

“This team is a more physical team and a quicker team,” Herrin said. “We’re stronger, we’re faster, we’re better athletes and we’re bigger and quicker. We ought to be able to play good defense.”

Senior Tony Jones, started at the center position and scored 22 points in addition to grabbing eight rebounds. Jones played solid defense with two blocked shots and two steals. Junior forward Rick Shipley contributed 13 points and nine rebounds.

Senior guard Freddie McSwin added 11 points and junior point guard Sterling Mahan dished out nine assists to go with his seven points.

Shipley, a model of consistency for the Salukis this season, is averaging 11.6 points after three games. He and his teammates held Huskie forward Donnell Thomas, 6-4, 220 pounds, to 4 points.

See WIN, Page 18

Contest slated for tonight

The SIU-C women’s basketball team will try to get over the 500 mark for the first time this season when they host Creighton at 7:35 p.m. tonight.

“I feel the Evansville game Saturday and tonight’s game against Creighton are must wins for us,” Saluki coach Cindy Scott said. “We need to start jelling as a team.”

Creighton won two of its first three games and converted 45.8 percent from three-point range and 41.2 percent overall. The Lady Jays are averaging 92.3 points per game.

Two sophomores, guard Melissa Sanford and forward Kathy Halligan, are the Jays top players. Sanford is averaging 26.7 points per game and is 14 of 24 from three-point territory. Halligan is averaging 15.3 points and 7.7 rebounds per game.

“Creighton likes to run and turn the ball,” Saluki said. “They like to put the ball up quickly. We will have to concentrate on the defensive end and the boards.”

Halftime festivities bring memories

By Eric Bugger
Staff Writer

“Memories” should have been the theme song for the halftime ceremonies of the Saluki basketball game Saturday night.

In observance of the Arena’s silver anniversary, former Saluki basketball players were recognized and greeted on the court by SIU-C Athletics Director Jim Hart and Director of SIU-C’s Alumni Association Ed Burgers.

One hundred twenty-six players have represented SIU-C on the court since the Arena was built, but it took only the appearance of 16 to bring the members of the crowd to their feet.

David Lee, who was a part of the first team to play in the Arena, was in attendance for the anniversary.

“It’s great to be back here and see some of the guys I played with here at SIU,” said Lee, who is now the principal and basketball coach at West Frankfort High School.

Three of Lee’s teammates on the 1964-65 squad, Ralph Johnson, George McNeil, and Ed Zastrow, returned to the Arena Saturday night.

Johnson, who was a sophomore at the time the Arena opened, remembered the 1967